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Bring interactivity and power of visual
collaboration to your classroom.

Coreboard 7i



Faster response time
with 10 touch points 

Experience precision of touch with most advanced and patented Touch Technology

Powered by the patented Surface Light Wave (SLW) touch technology, it provides one 
of the most accurate touch capability. With response time less than 10 ms, it is 
paralleled by none. 

The power to do anything and everything in your classroom with CloudNote Software

Coreboard 7i supports finger and pen touch, multi-touch display and gesture sensitive 
with an unlimited work space. Cloudnote can transform written reports into interactive 
digital books complete with photos, illustrations, and your own audio clips.

Use ‘Glide Touch’ feature to write or sketch a thought or capture a scene
With ‘glide touch’ feature you have an incredibly smooth writing experience. You can 
use your finger or the pen to create free flowing notes or sketch your ideas or 
masterpieces with ease and simplicity. 

Gesture support makes the board intuitive and work the way teachers think

Whether you are using your finger or pen to write and using your palm to erase, you 
would find the Coreboard extremely intuitive. you are ready to make things happen by 
writing, erasing, tapping, swiping, dragging, and dropping with gestures. 

Multitasking support gives more power to the teachers

You can use multiple applications at the same time and switch amongst them on the fly.
Create multiple pages of your lesson plans and view them on the unique timeline. 

Ergonomic design makes a visually delightful classroom

The beautifully designed white alloy frames make the coreboard i7  an elegant 
workpiece in a classroom. 

Use your existing teaching resources right from the word go

Teachers can bring in word documents, excel sheets, or previously created presentations 
in PPT, PDF, movies or audio files and create complete lesson plans in no time. 

Products that help you put 
the power of tehnology into 

teaching and learning 



End to end’ Edu Tech solutions
Only one with a wide range of education technology solutions 
for pre-schools, K12 or Higher Education. 

World class products 
Designed by veterans of the IT and Ed tech industry, these 
products are unique, innovative and unparalleled in the 
education technology. 

Software that inspires learning
Interactive software and apps included in our Coretouch 
displays have perpetual licenses for the life of the product. 
No subscription fees or hidden costs. 

Service Support infrastructure
With service engineers across the country and a robust 
Authorized Service Support model, we are the most well 
covered Edu tech company across India. Our own Service 
Centers are located across 4 regional locations. 

Certification and Accreditation 
Only company with Interactive white boards certified by BIS 
(Bureau of Indian Standards) apart from our Interactive flat 
panels displays (IFPD). 

Customer success
Our customers define us and they are
our stakeholders:

Educators at Work
Our client relationship is managed by educators who are 
professionally qualified teachers. They speak and understand 
the language of educators and aspire to find the right fit for 
educators and learners when it comes to technology choices. 

Founders with an incredible legacy

Prior to Coretouch, the founding team is credited with 
setting up SMART Technologies in India from scratch, 
introduced CLEVERTOUCH in India and have worked 
in institutes like Doon School, Vasant Valley School, 
NIIT, Microsoft, IBM, HCL Tech, Pearson and brings 
with them their incredible legacy of expertise and 
success stories. 

|   St John’s school, Tirunelveli
|   Greenwood High, Bangalore
|   Bethany Institution, Bangalore
|   Indian Public School, Balasore
|   Bosch, Cap Gemini, E&Y

|   DPS, Panipat
|   DCM Presidency School, Ludhiana
|   Aegis School of Business, Mumbai
|   Dass & Brown World School, Firozpur 
|   BM Global, Noida

+91-(080)-4650 7777  |  contact@coretouch.in  |  www.coretouch.in
 

Key Specifications 

Overall Size
165.69 cm W × 126.39 cm H × 3.9 cm D (82 inch) 

Active Area 
158.8 cm W × 119.5 cm H (78 inch)

Weight   
17.2 kg

Warranty  
2 years limited parts warranty

Marker Usage
Supports marker writing and standard cleaner

A digital projector isn’t included with this model of
CORE BoardTM interactive whiteboard. 

Why choose
Coretouch?
The magic of Coretouch is that 
you can make it anything you 
need it to be.


